Default fixed-field values for "Catalog Order" bib record

- **Article Type**: General
- **Product**: Aleph
- **Product Version**: 18.01

Description:
When a new order is created in the ACQ module by clicking on "Orders" -> "Catalog Order", a form template is displayed into which the staff enters data. The bibliographic data is stored as a MARC21 record. However, the values in the LDR and other fixed fields need to be changed.

Where is the table/template which controls the values in those fields which are not in that template?

Resolution:
The LDR and 008 fields come from the ./xxxnn/tab/tab_tag_text table [where "xxxnn" is the bib library you select in the "Choose Bibliographic Library" popup you get when you click on "Catalog Order"].

You will need to restart the pc_server to make this change take effect.
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